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1 
Let A be an Artin local ring. The Dilworth number of A is defined to be 
the supremum of p(Z) for ideals Z in A, where p is the minimal number of 
generators. In my paper [4], I developed some methods to compute this 
number when A is homogeneously graded over a field k, and especially if A 
is Gorenstein and ch k = 0, I showed that it is the dominating case that the 
Dilworth number is attained by a power of the maximal ideal. In such a 
case we shall say that A has the Sperner property. In the present paper we 
consider Artin rings (A, m), not necessarily graded, and compare the 
Dilworth number of A and that of Gr,(A), and it will be shown that the 
main result of [4] is valid without the assumption that the rings are 
homogeneous. Our main result is Theorem 7, where we prove that “most” 
Artin Gorenstein rings have the Sperner property. (Actually we prove a 
stronger result, which says that it has the “weak Stanley property.“) To 
explain the term “most,” we represent an Artin Gorenstein ring A in the 
form B/O:f, where B is a monomial complete intersection. Let tt be the 
maximal ideal of B, and suppose f~ nd\n d + ’ Then our result says that if . 
the image offin nd/nd+’ belongs to a certain Zariski open set, then A has 
the Sperner property. One other result is a sufficient condition of a 
Gorenstein ring A that implies that the form ring Gr,(A) is Gorenstein. 
Again we shall see that for most Gorenstein rings A, Gr,(A) is also 
Gorenstein. All these facts are consequences of what we call the strong 
Stanley property of monomial complete intersections. For details of strong 
and weak Stanley property and the terminology such as Dilworth number 
and Sperner property we refer to my paper [4]. 
2 
Let A be an Artin local ring. The Dilworth number and the Rees number, 
denoted d(A), r(A), respectively, are defined as 
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d(A)= Max{p(a)la ideal of A} 
44) = 44yA h where y is a general element of A. 
Here ,u is the minimal number of generators and I the length. For the 
definition of general elements we refer the reader to [3]. Recall that if the 
residue field k is infinite we have r(A) = Min /(&A), where y runs over all 
non-unit elements. If k is finite, general elements may exist only in a purely 
transcendental extension of A. 
The following theorem enables us to compute the Dilworth number. It 
was first proved in [3]. Here we give a simplified proof. 
THEOREM 1. For any Artin Iocal ring (A, m, k), d(A) s r(A). 
Proof Fix an arbitrary element y E m. We prove that d(A) 2 l(A/yA) by 
induction on I(A). Let a be an ideal with p(a)= d(A). First assume that 
am # 0. Then /(A/am) < I(A). Hence by induction d(A/am) 5 /(A/am + yA). 
Thus d(A) = d(A/am) g /(A/am + yA) 5 I(A/yA). Now assume am = 0. 
Then we have a c 0 : m c 0 : y. Hence p(a) = /(a) 5 1(0 : y) = I(A/yA). 
Let (A, m) be an Artin local ring. We shall say that c is the rank of A if 
mc#Oandmc+‘- - 0. Gr(A) will denote the form ring of A with respect to 
the m-adic filtration, i.e., Gr(A) = A/m @ m/m2 $ m2/m3 0 . . . . If a E A, 
then a* will denote the initial form of a in Gr(A). For an ideal I of A, I* 
will denote the ideal of Gr(A) generated by the initial forms of elements of 
Z. A well-known fact is that Gr(A/Z) z Gr(A)/I*. 
Let us note the following 
PROPOSITION 2. For an Artin local ring (A, m, k) write G = Gr(A). Then, 
(4 dtA)SW), 
(b) 44) 5 r(G). 
Proof: (a) Let a be an ideal with p(a)= d(A). Suppose that a is 
minimally generated by a,, . . . . ad. Then the elements a:, a:, . . . . a: form a 
minimal generating set of an ideal ‘of G. 
(b) By taking a purely transcendental extension of A, we may 
assume that there is an element y E m\m2, such that y is a general element 
of A and y* is a general element of G. Consider the natural map 
Gr(A) + Gr(A/yA). Clearly the kernel of this map contains y*. Hence 
r(G) = I(G/y*G) 2 I(Gr(A/yA)) = I(A/yA) = r(A). 
Remark 3. The above proof shows that if r(A) = r(G) then there is an 
element y such that Gr(A/yA) = Gr(A)/y* Gr(A). In this case, since 
A/O : y N yA and Gr(A)/O : y* z y* Gr(A), it follows that Gr(A/O : y) N 
Gr(A)/O : y*. 
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PROPOSITION 4. Let (A, m, k) be a (not necessarily Artin) local ring. 
Suppose that an element y E ntd\ntd+’ satisfies md+i : y = m’+ 0 : y for all 
i= 0, 1, . . . . then 
(a) Gr(A/yA) = WA j/y* Gr(A 1, 
(b) Gr(A/O : y)=Gr(A)/O : y*. 
Proof (a) We compare the ith part of both sides of (a). 
[LSHli=m’+ yA/m’+‘+ yA=mi/min(mi+‘+ yA) 
=mi/mi+l +(m’n yA). 
[RHSli= (m’/mi+l)/(y*(mi-d/mi-d+l)) 
=mi/mi+l+ ymi-de 
Thus it suffices to show that ym’ -d= yA n m’, which follows immediately 
from the assumption. 
(b) This can be proved similarly. 
Suppose that G = @Gd is a graded ring over a field k = G,. An element 
y E Gd will be said to have full rank if, for every i, the ith part of the mul- 
tiplication y: G + G has full rank as a matrix over k. In other words the 
map y: Gi + Gi + d is either surjective or injective for each i. 
Remark 5. With the above notation the map y: Gi + Gi + d is surjective 
if and only if [G/yGli+d= 0. Hence in the case G is homogeneous we have 
the equivalence: y has full rank o If the map y: G, + G, + 1 is not injective 
for some i,, then for all i>= iO, the map y: Gi + Gi +d is surjective. In 
particular if y E G has full rank then either y is a non-zero divisor or Krull 
dim G 5 1. Our main interest lies in the case Krull dim G = 0. 
Let G = @Gd be a homogeneously graded Artin local ring over a field 
k= G, such that G= k[G,]. In [4] we defined the weak Stanley property 
(WSP). This is stated as follows: G has WSP if and only if there is a 
homogeneous element y of degree 1 which has full rank. This implies, 
in particular, that the Hilbert series hi := dim Gi is unimodal, i.e., 
h,sh,s ... ~hj~hj+,~ a.. for some j. For an Artin local ring (A, m, k) 
define the Sperner number s(A) to be Max(p(m’)}. Clearly 
s(A) = s(Gr(A)). It is easy to see that G := Gr(A) has WSP if and only if 
s(G) = r(G). 
PROPOSITION 6. Let (A, m, k) be an Artin local ring. Suppose that the 
initial form y* of an element y E md\mdc’ has full rank. Then for all i, 
m i+d: y=m’+(): y. 
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Proof We use descending induction on i. If i is sufficiently large, then 
both sides are 0 : y. Assume that XE mi+d: y. If XE mi, then there is 
nothing to prove. Let h < i be such that x~rn~\rn~ +l, and consider the 
natural map 
Since x*y* = 0, this map is not injective. Hence, by Remark 5, the map 
y*:mi/mi+l,mi+d/mj+d+l is surjective for all j 2 h. Let j be the integer 
such that xy E rn’ + d\mi + d + ‘. Then jz i. By surjectivity we may find 
z*Emj/mj+d such that z*y* = (xy)*. This means that x-z E mj+d+ ’ : y. 
Hence x E mj + mj + d + ’ : y. The induction hypothesis is that mj + d + ’ : y = 
mj+‘+O:y. ThusxEm’+O:y. 
Let (R, n, k) be a regular local ring, and let n = (x,, . . . . x,) be a regular 
system of parameters. We shall say that B is a monomial complete intersec- 
tion if B = R/(x;‘, . . . . xz) for some exponents e, , . . . . e,. Note that any Artin 
local ring A can be written as an image of a monomial complete intersec- 
tion, and if A is Gorenstein then A has the form A = B/O : ffor somef E B. 
(For proof see [S, Lemma 41.) 
THEOREM 7. Let (B, n, k) be a monomial complete intersection, and let 
G = Gr(B) be the form ring of B (with respect to the maximal ideal) with 
graded pieces Gd. Assume that ch k = 0. Then for each d 11, such that 
Gd # 0, there are non-empty Zariski open sets U c U’ c Gd such that 
(a) iff * E U, then Gr(B/O : f) is Gorenstein, 
(b) iff * E U’, then Gr(B/O : f) has WSP. 
Proof: Since B is a monomial complete intersection, G= Gr(B) = 
k[X,, . . . . X,]/(X;l, . . . . X:). Let L = X, + . .. + X, E G,. Put 
U = {f * E Gd( f * is a general element of degree d} 
U’ = {f * E U) f * is a general element of degree d for G/O : L}. 
Then it was proved in [4, Theorem (3.9)] that if f * E U then f * has full 
rank, and if f * E U’ then G/O : f * has WSP. Now for an element f e A, 
Proposition 6 says that if f * E U, then mi+d: f =m’+O : f. Hence 
Gr(B/O : f) = Gr(B)/O : f * by Proposition 4. This shows that Gr(B/O : f) is 
a Gorenstein ring. If, moreover, f E U’, then by [4, Theorem (3, 9)], 
Gr(B)/O : f * has WSP. (cf. [S, Lemma 41). 
COROLLARY 8. In the same notation as above put A = B/O : f. Iff E U’, 
then s(A) = r(A). 
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Proof. This follows immediately from s(A) = s(G) = r(G), and from 
Proposition 2. 
For completeness we include the following proposition. Related results 
can be found in [ 1, 21. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let (A, m, k) be an Artin local ring with rank c. Let 
G = Gr(A). Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) G is a Gorenstein ring. 
(b) G has symmetric Hilbert series, that is, p(mi) =p(rn’-$ for 
Olilc. -- 
(c) 0:m’=m’+‘-‘f0r0~i~c. 
(d) mi:m=mi-‘fori=1,2 ,..., c+l. 
Proof: (a) + (b) is well known. 
(b) + (c) Note that there is inclusion mc +’ -i c 0 : m’. We prove that 
they have the same length by induction on i. Assume that mc + ’ -j= 0 : mj 
for all j 5 i, and consider the exact sequence 
Since Horn,&, A) is exact, we have the exact sequence 
0 --) Hom,(A/m’, A) + Horn ,(A/m’ + ‘, A)+Hom,(m’/mi+l,jl)+O. 
0:m’ oEmi+l 
Since any homomorphism from m’/m’+’ to A is annihilated by m, and 
since the socle of A is one dimensional, we may replace Hom,(m’/m’ + ‘, A) 
by Hom,(m’/m’+ ‘, k). Thus I(0 : m’+ l/O : m’) = l(Hom,(mym’+ ‘, k)) = 
l(m~m’+‘). By symmetry l(mi/mi+l)=~(mi)=~(mc-i)=l(mc-~mc-i+l). 
By induction hypothesis l(0: mi)=I(mc+L-i). Hence 1(0:m’+‘)=1(m”-‘) 
as wanted. 
(c)~(d)mi:m=(O:mc+1-i):m=O:m’+2-i=mi-1. 
(d) + (a) It readily follows that 0 : m* = (m*)‘. Since A is Gorenstein, 
(m*Y = mc is one dimensional. 
We may use the above proposition to give an alternative proof for 
Theorem 7(b). In fact using the same notation as in Theorem 7, put 
(A, m) = (B/O : f, n/O : f ). In order to show that Gr(A) is Gorenstein it suf- 
fices to show that m’ : m = m’ -i for 15 is rank(A.) + 1, by Proposition 9. 
But again by Proposition 9, n’ : n = n’ - ‘, for 1 _I i 5 rank(B) + 1. We note 
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that rank(d) + d= rank(B), because f* has full rank. Thus nt’ : nt = 
(tt’+O:f):(n+O:f) = (n’+O:f):n = (nifd:f):n = (ni+d:n):f= 
ni+d-l :f=ni-l+o:f=mi-l. 
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